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M&A Strategies For Driving Growth & Scale
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer
The wave of large mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
among hospitals and health systems shows no
sign of abating. The 13 transactions (in three, the
acquirer was a for-profit) reached a historic high of
$19.2 billion in total transacted revenue, according to
‘Kaufman Hall’s Quarterly Mergers and Acquisitions
Report.’ This more than doubles the total transacted
revenue for hospitals and health systems of
$8.5 billion in Q2 2021 (with the same number of
transactions). This sustained pace of M&A and
of private equity investment continues across the
health and human service field.
When you talk to executive teams about the
increase in M&A in the field, there are usually one
of two strategic drivers. The first, M&A as a strategy
for driving growth. M&A can be a less expensive
(and certainly faster) way of increasing revenue and
of diversifying service lines and funding streams.
The second is to build scale—for reducing overhead
costs, for increasing market clout, for increasing
financial strength, and more.
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The question of scale is on the mind of every
executive team, couched in the question ‘how big
is big enough?”. Executive teams that were talking
about a $25 million minimum threshold are now
talking about $75 to $100 million. Executive teams of
larger organizations that had set their sights on $200
million in revenue are now talking about $500 million
to have ‘clout’.
This perspective is driven by the increasing size of
organizations in the field over the past decade, HCA
Healthcare is now at $44 billion in revenue. The
CommonSpirit and Ascension health systems are at
$30 billion and $22 billion, respectively (see Top 10
Largest Health Systems In The U.S.). On the payer
side, United Heatlhcare tops the list at $257 billion,
with Anthem and Centene next in line at $122 billion
and $111 billion, respectively (see 8 Largest Health
Insurers By Revenue — UnitedHealthcare No. 1 At
$257B). The Kaufman Hall data underscores the
change in scale. Of the 13 transactions last quarter,
the smallest organization being acquired was $600
million—and the average size of the acquisition
targets doubled over the past year.
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For executive teams, developing strategies for
sustainability, growth (for revenue replacement and
margin optimization) is certainly high on the list.
And M&A needs to be a strategic consideration in
those growth strategies. But there is no one-sizefits-all plan. How to sync sustainability strategy with
M&A planning is the focus of this month’s OPEN
MINDS Management Newsletter. My colleague,
OPEN MINDS Senior Associate, Joe NaughtonTravers outlines a “how to” approach for considering
mergers and acquisitions—whether you are looking
to acquire another organization or be acquired—
or not. In the article, When Thinking Merger &
Acquisition, First Think Strategy: A Best Practice
Approach, he describes the three categories of
strategic collaborations and the possible benefits
they can bring. This includes a seven step bestpractice process for acquiring another organization.
The article, Is Your Best Strategy to Be Acquired?
If So, Use These Six Steps, reviews the process
for being acquired. And finally, there are some key
considerations in making any collaboration work in
Ten Keys to a Successful Merger & Acquisition. The
goal of this issue is to provide executive teams with
a structured approach to thinking about strategy,
growth, scale, and collaborations.
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When Thinking Merger & Acquisition, First Think
Strategy: A Best Practice Approach
By Joe Naughton-Travers, Ed.M., Executive Editor, Management Newsletter
In today’s marketplace, provider organizations are
moving to a post-pandemic world that we call the
“next normal.” In the last two years, we’ve survived
three major crises—public health, economic, and
political. This has been a perfect storm of events that
is already re-making the health and human service
industry in ways that we can anticipate, but don’t
know for sure. This next normal—along with the
continued consolidation of health plans—is already
accelerating provider organization consolidation.
There are lots of partnership and collaboration
models, and the right model executed at the right
time can be like a healthy dose of vitamins for
the overall health and sustainability of a provider
organization. But, in my work at OPEN MINDS,
I have determined that—when well researched,
planned and executed—mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) are the collaboration model that gives
organizations the best results. (This is not always a
popular opinion!) Other models have some benefits,
but rarely do we see the overall synergies that can
occur with a strategic merger or acquisition.
So, in this article, I’ll briefly present the three
categories of strategic collaborations and the
possible benefits they can bring. Then, I’ll take a
deep dive into seven steps for acquiring another
organization. The key is to first be strategic—to
have a clear rationale for why M&A (or any other
collaboration model for that matter) makes sense for
your organization.
After that, you simply must make certain you are
thorough in executing the remaining steps of the
acquisition process.
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Strategic Collaborations: A Guide To
Mergers & Other Weird Arrangements
When provider organizations are researching models
for strategic collaboration, they want to know what
options are on the menu, and most importantly,
which one is best. Before I share some of the various
collaboration model, let me state that the right
answer is likely to be merger and acquisition. Some
of the other collaboration models (which at OPEN
MINDS we call “other weird arrangements”) may
result in some benefits, but it is likely that only with
M&A an organization can achieve the efficiencies
desired.
That said, let’s look at some common collaboration
models we are seeing in the market. While there are
numerous legal and structural models for provider
organizations to collaborate, I group them into three
categories, from the least to the most integrated:
Limited Collaboration Models
Purchasing cooperatives are one example
of a limited collaboration model for provider
organizations. These collaborations are focused on
a single objective: reducing costs through volume
purchasing discounts. These can be an ongoing
collaboration where a few organizations come
together to purchase select supplies or services. Or
the model can be smaller partnerships between two
organizations that join to save on the purchase of
technology or medical supplies.
Virtual service partnerships are a second example
of a limited collaboration model. In this model, two
or more organizations partner to either develop a
new service or to specifically respond to a payer
Request for Proposal (RFP). There is typically a
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partnership agreement that spells out the roles and
responsibilities of each organization, how finances
are handled, and ownership of any intellectual
property. There may even be a trade name for the
partnership.
So, what are the greatest opportunities that these
limited collaborations offer? Simply put, save money,
and, possibly get a payer contract together.

How do M&A models compare to the
other collaboration models in terms
of possible benefits? They offer
the greatest possibilities: #1, save
even more money, #2, standardize
operations, #3, gain new payer
contracts, more clinical and operational
competencies and new service lines,
service regions, and populations served.

Administrative Services Models

Merger & Acquisition Models

The most common example of these models
is when provider organizations create an
administrative services organization (ASO) or
shared services organization (SSO)—the latter
name usually indicates that provider organizations
are sharing some clinical operations in addition to
administrative operations. Under these models,
the provider organizations essentially purchase
the select administrative and/or clinical services
from the ASO or SSO organization. For example,
a group of provider organizations could form an
ASO and outsource all finance, human resource,
and information technology operations to this ASO
to save money and hire more skilled staff in these
administrative departments.

While the terms merger and acquisition are often
used together, there is a difference between the two.
A merger occurs when two separate organizations
combine forces to create a new, joint organization.
The two original corporate entities cease to exist and
are replaced by a new corporation.

Joint operating agreements are another
example of administrative service models. Under
this scenario, one provider organization typically
purchases management services from the other
organization. An example here would be an
organization that entered into a joint operating
agreement with a large, national provider
organization to run its residential treatment program.
So, what are the greatest opportunities that
these limited collaborations offer? These closer
collaborations offer more possibilities through
greater savings, the possibility of securing a payer
contract together, and possibly standardizing
operations.
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An acquisition refers to the takeover of one
organization by another. In this case, one of the
originating organizations survives as a corporate
entity, and the other ceases to exist. (Keep in mind
that brand names can be a completely different
than the legal structure and corporation names.)
Acquisitions are more common in the market
than mergers, but the two terms have become
increasingly blended and used in conjunction with
one another. In the for-profit world, an acquisition
may not be friendly—one organization can takeover
another. In a takeover, the organization making the
bid is the acquirer and the one it wishes to take
control of is called the target.
To confuse things, you’ll also hear the terms
consolidation or amalgamation. (The exact,
legal terms for all of the M&A models is often statespecific.) Usually, these are still mergers where
two or more organizations come together to form
a new organization altogether with the individual
organizations ceasing to exist but often under a new
brand name.
So, how do these M&A models compare to the other
collaboration models in terms of possible benefits?
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They offer the greatest possibilities: organizations
will save even more money, standardize operations,
and gain new payer contracts, more clinical and
operational competencies, as well as gain new
service lines, service regions, and populations
served.

•

•

Strengthening your core services lines and
increasing their market share

A Seven Step Process For Acquisitions

•

Adding new services to your service line portfolio
to address system gaps and improve whole
health services

•

Serving new consumer populations

•

Serving new geographic regions

If you’ve decided that acquisition of another
organization is what you need to achieve operating
scale and support your strategic objectives, I
recommend incorporating these seven steps into
your process. While this approach may sound a
bit intense, the process is one that increases the
likelihood of success in the long run.
Step #1: Confirm Your Strategic Objectives For
An Acquisition
As I mentioned previously, the most important step
in thinking about M&A is strategy. Becoming a
bigger organization itself is not a strategy. Does your
organization have a current, market-based strategic
plan with clear objectives? (If not, start there first!)
How will an acquisition help in achieving those
strategic objectives?
With a sound, strategic plan, you can make
certain that your entire team (your board and your
senior leadership) are on the same page about
your strategic objectives and why you need an
acquisition. This will keep you from wasting time
and help you sort through prospective organizations
throughout the process. There are many possible
reasons for pursuing the acquisition of another
provider organization. They commonly fall into three
categories:
Financial
•

Enhancing your organization’s overall financial
health (in terms of operating performance,
liquidity, leverage, efficiency, and administrative
costs)
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Diversifying revenue streams and increasing
opportunities for new payer contracts

Service Portfolio

Talent & Intellectual Capital
•

Acquiring experienced administrative, business
development, or program development talent

•

Acquiring intellectual property and/or best
practices in administrative or clinical operations.

Step #2: Set Required & Desired Parameters For
The Acquisition
While step one is the strategic frame for the
acquisition, step two demands specifics. Identify
what you are looking for in terms of the ideal
provider organization candidate for acquisition.
These are factors frequently used in M&A processes:
•

For-profit versus not-for-profit organization

•

Size in terms of total revenues

•

Profitability

•

Real estate and other assets

•

Geographic location(s)

•

Service lines

•

Clinical specialties & expertise

•

Key staff

•

Desired payer contracts, provider organization
numbers, licenses, etc.
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The more detailed you get in describing what an
ideal provider organization of acquisition may look,
the more challenging it may be to find an interested
organization that matches all of your interests. It
is helpful to delineate between your ‘must-have’
characteristics and the ‘desired’ ones. If you are
considering acquiring a for-profit organization,
there is one other factor you need to consider: how
much can you afford to pay to purchase another
organization? (There are already significant costs
to the due diligence and acquisition process itself,
regardless of whether the provider organization is
for-profit or not-for-profit.)
Step #3: Identify The Acquisition Candidates &
Determine How To Approach Them
The third step is to research and develop a list of the
organizations that meet your required parameters as
laid out in step two, with details about each required
and desired element. Once you have your list, the
decision is about how to approach the organizations
to determine if there is interest in acquisition. You
may choose to approach some organizations directly
because you know them, or you can use a thirdparty to approach the organizations with a statement
of intent and solicit possible interest. Keep in mind
that when casting a broad net in soliciting interest
in acquisitions, you will likely have a low response
rate. (A 5% response rate for a blind solicitation for
provider organizations interested in being acquired
would be good.) In some instances, you may have
no provider organizations show interest at that
moment in time. Were your requirements for the
ideal provider organization too rigid? Is the timing
wrong? Is there something about your organization
that others may find unattractive?
For the sake of our best practice process, let’s
assume you have success in identifying some
interested parties and have a short list for
consideration. Now the hard work begins. The
process of taking a prospect list and identifying
potential acquisition partners is more complicated
and covered in the next two steps.
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Step #4: Create Profiles & Select Candidates For
Consideration
Once you have a list of interested candidates
(likely only a handful), more research is the next
step. Conduct additional research on the candidate
organizations and build a high-level profile for each.
Review these profiles with your executive team—
and any consultants or board members involved in
the process. Will you continue the process with all
the candidates or begin with a shorter list? Are there
top candidates that are preferred?
This is the point in the process where nondisclosure agreements (NDAs) are signed between
your organization and each candidate so that
you can begin to share more detailed information
confidentially.
Step #5: Conduct Meetings To Evaluate The
Acquisition Candidates & Decide Whether To
Proceed
When you have finalized your short list of candidate
organizations and signed NDAs, the fifth step is
often described as the getting-to-know-you or
“dating” phase. The key objectives of this phase are
to determine if the merger is a reasonable possibility
for both organizations and decide whether to
proceed to the next step.
This joint evaluation period often involves sharing
more information, meeting additional leadership
team members and touring operations, and
preliminary discussions of financials and strategic
plans. It is also the perfect time to address what
I call the “merger deal killer” questions about
leadership, brand, and board of directors:
•

Leadership: Which executive will be the Chief
Executive Officer of the merged organization?

•

Brand: What will be the name of the merged
organization?

•

Board: What will be the composition of the board
of directors of the merged organization?
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This is the go/no-go point of the acquisition process.
Is there agreement on these basic questions, the
potential value of the merger, and the intent to
move on the due diligence phase? If yes, you will
proceed. If no, you part ways in a friendly fashion.
(Occasionally, it may be an issue of timing and both
parties agree to reconsider at a future date.) It is
at this point in the process that most organizations
will need to seek approval from their board of
directors to proceed and a Letter of Intent (LOI) to
merge is usually executed. The LOI is a non-binding
agreement in principle for the acquisition to occur
pending the due diligence process, and it sketches
out high-level terms of agreement.
Note: This “dating” phase of the M&A process should
not go on forever! The parties should be able to
determine whether there is a likely fit within months,
not years.
Step #6: Start Discussions & Conduct Due
Diligence
For the leading candidates, the next step is to
continue the discussion about acquisition terms and,
most importantly, conduct a thorough due diligence.
There are two goals in the due diligence phase of
the M&A process:
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•

Due Diligence Goal #1: Ascertain that there
are no problem areas that would make the
acquisition a bad idea

•

Due Diligence Goal #2: Determine financial
feasibility of the merger/acquisition.

Typically, this due diligence process can be
completed in 60-90 days. To accomplish goal
#1, you will need to agree to a detailed due
diligence review checklist for both parties. The
due diligence is conducted (sometimes using a
third-party), and the findings are detailed in a due
diligence report. Essentially, you are seeking to
identify anything unacceptable in administrative
and/or clinical operations (e.g., legal problems,
fraudulent billing, questionable clinical practices,
poor documentation, human resource regulation
violations, etc.) that would be a deal-breaker for the
acquisition. Additionally, the due diligence process
aids in defining the synergies that will be possible
during the integration process if the merger occurs.
See a sample of the OPEN MINDS Due Diligence
Checklist.
To accomplish goal #2, you will need to develop a
three-year pro forma for the merged organization,
i.e., financial projections for a budgeted income
statement to predict profitability of the merged
organizations. These financial projections are
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not merely done by adding the budgets for two
separate organizations into one. They should include
budgeted revenue and expense changes expected
from the merger (e.g., savings due to elimination of
duplicate staff and operations, revenue increases
from more favorable contract rates, employee
benefit savings, etc.). The process of developing
the pro forma itself is a critical component of the
integration planning because it includes the financial
details about the merger benefit assumptions.
The complete due diligence package will include
the findings report from the due diligence checklist
(along with assumptions of synergies expected) and
the three-year pro forma. This should be presented
to the executive teams and boards of directors so
a final decision can be made about how to proceed
with the merger/acquisition. If the answer is yes, you
proceed to step #7!
Step #7: Prepare For & Execute The Acquisition.
If you think the first six steps sounded intense, the
fun and excitement are only beginning! Once you
have agreed to acquire an organization, you need a
plan to get the job done. There is the plan for ‘doing
the deal’—the actual legal acquisition itself. Then,
there is a plan for the on-going preparation and
integration operations—governance, strategic plan,
organizational structure, executive team, financial
reporting, operations planning, administrative
department consolidation, clinical program
reconfiguration, and business development planning.
Each requires step-by-step project plans and
someone (or teams) to manage them. I group the
step #7 tasks into four categories:
Corporate & Legal—Working with legal counsel to
finalize all required M&A agreements and timelines.
Communication Plan—Developing and executing
a communication plan (to both internal and external
stakeholders).
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Pre-Merger Planning—Developing a detailed
project plan for all the pre-merger tasks that need to
be completed.
Post-Merger Integration—Developing a twoyear post-merger integration plan with clear tasks,
timelines, and performance metrics.
These latter two components—pre-merger planning
and post-merger integration—will be the topics for
next month’s management newsletter.
So, there you have it—the basics of provider
organization collaboration models and the detailed
steps for evaluating and planning a strategic
acquisition. I leave you with three tips to keep in
mind when M&A is on the menu:
Tip #1: Understand your goals for moving into
a merger—Create the rationale for moving ahead
with the acquisition process and give direction to
understanding what type of organization to pursue.
This is all based in organizational strategy.
Tip #2: Identify how you can find and
vet organizations that might be a good
fit—Developing the prospect list is the most
straightforward part of the process: identifying
organizations by size, service lines, geography, or
other assets that would be a strategic fit. But moving
from a prospect list to identifying potential M&A
partners and doing thorough due diligence is much
more complicated.
Tip #3: Work closely with key stakeholders—
Merger discussions often start between two CEOs,
but to be successful, the discussions must involve
and address the goals and concerns of both boards
and executive teams. That said, timing is everything.
There is no point in board involvement until there
is validation of good strategic fit and intent on both
sides. But at that point, having a structure and
prompt process for addressing the concerns of
stakeholders is essential to success.
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Is Your Best Strategy To Be Acquired?
If So, Use These Six Steps
By Joe Naughton-Travers, Ed.M., Executive Editor, Management Newsletter
While most executive teams and boards like to be
on the acquiring side of a merger and acquisition
(M&A) transaction, the process of being acquired
can be very powerful for some organizations. I am
not referring to an organization that needs to be
acquired because it isn’t going to survive on its own.
(Those desperate searches for an acquirer where an
organization’s finances are crumbling usually leave
it in control of very little, if anything, in the acquisition
process.) Rather, I’m talking about a healthy service
provider organization recognizing that being part of
a larger system or organization is the best path to
success. This “other side” of the M&A equation—
being acquired rather than acquiring—can help
a provider organization gain economies of scale,
growth, greater financial stability, and better market
positioning.
Over the years, the OPEN MINDS team has worked
with a wide array of organizations who set about
to “be acquired” for all of these reasons. If one of
the key findings in your strategic planning process
identifies being acquired as a growth strategy,
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then consider these six steps to finding the right
organization to do just that.
Step #1: Decide What You’re Looking For In An
Acquiring Organization
Before launching your search for an entity to acquire
your organization, you must define the parameters
of the ideal provider organization to acquire your
organization, including specific requirements for the
deal. Are you looking for a for-profit or non-profit
organization? What would be ideal in terms of size,
service lines, and geography? Will there need to be
the continued employment of any of your staff—and,
if so, what are the preferred terms? If you are a forprofit organization, what is the acquisition price you
are looking for? What are your preferred terms of
payment—cash, leveraged buy-out, performancebased earn-out, combination/consolidation of assets,
etc.? Which of these parameters and terms are
mandatory, and which are merely desired?
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Step #2: Develop A Prospectus Of Your
Organization
If this were online dating, this step is creating your
profile. What are your organization’s service lines,
revenues, and profitability? Where are your service
locations? How many people do you employ?
The prospectus is a single-page summary of your
organization and why another should want to acquire
you.
Step #3: Research To Identify Likely Prospective
Acquirers
With partner parameters defined and prospectus
prepared, the next step is to conduct the research to
build a list of potential acquirers. Build a database of
provider organizations that match your requirements
and preferences. This may require additional
research to prioritize as well as eliminate any
candidate that do not fully align with parameters.
Step #4: Reach Out To Acquirer Candidates
Next, determine how you will contact the candidates
on your list. Will you contact them directly or through
a third-party? Do you want to use an intermediary
to do a blind search for your organization (meaning
that they share an anonymous version of your
prospectus)? This step can be a bit like blind
dating—getting your prospectus out there and
seeing what comes of it. If you find interested
parties, sign a mutual non-disclosure agreement
(NDA) and move on to the next step.

determine organizational alignment for a working
agreement. If both organizations agree, move to the
final step.
Step #6: Conduct Due Diligence, Make A Final
Decision & Press On!
Finally, conduct a thorough due diligence process
(see the OPEN MINDS Due Diligence Checklist).
At the end of this process, the final decision is
made. Will the organization proceed to acquire your
organization? If so, press on with all the detailed
pre-merger and post-merger planning and legal
logistics. If not, return to step four and evaluate other
candidates in your search for an acquirer.
While the thought of being acquired may not be
the first option that comes to mind when thinking
of how to remain sustainable, doing it at the right
time, for the right reasons, with the right partner
is essential. These six steps will help guide your
organization to the ideal partner. In our August
newsletter, I will outline the steps in preparing for the
merger itself and planning the integration of the two
organizations.

Step #5: Conduct Meetings To Meet The
Candidates & Decide Whether To Proceed
Once NDAs have been signed with interested
organizations, the fifth step is to conduct meetings
to determine if the acquisition is a reasonable
possibility for both organizations and determine
next steps. Review all required terms for each
organization—leadership, brand name, board
composition, purchase prices if applicable, etc.—and
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Ten Keys To A Successful Merger & Acquisition
By Monica E. Oss, Chief Executive Officer
How often are mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
successful? While the numbers say not often—
studies show the failure rate is between 70% and
90% of the time (see The Big Idea: The New M&A
Playbook)—that hasn’t stopped the rapid pace of
industry consolidation. In recent months, we have
some big industry changes that call into question the
ability for small, specialty organizations to survive
without taking a serious look at either M&A or other
forms of provider organization collaboration.
To do that successfully, service provider organization
executives need to know how to navigate the
collaboration process—from building the right
strategy, to finding the right partner, to executing
the implementation. After working with countless
executives to navigate this process, OPEN MINDS
has developed ten guiding principles to a successful
M&A process:
#1 – Planning Always Comes First
Collaborations of any type come with a big price
tag—both financial and executive time. The first step
is always strategic planning and being certain that
collaboration—and M&A in particular—is essential to
future organizational success.
#2 – Be Systematic & Have A Process
Whenever two (or more) organizations come
together for any purpose, there are many elements
in play. The politics (read small ‘p’) can be blinding,
so the process and decision criteria need to be laid
out in advance. Use the OPEN MINDS seven-step
best practice process for acquisitions (see When
Thinking Merger & Acquisition, First Think Strategy:
A Best-Practice Approach To Acquiring Another
Organization).
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#3 – Use Experienced Talent
Most organizations don’t have executives with
expertise in the wide range of collaborations,
so engage the expertise you need. Experience
and competence in all components of the M&A
process—from strategy to integration—are essential.
Get the advisors you need—on identifying and
vetting partners, due diligence, legal issues, political
ramifications, integration planning, etc.
#4 – Be Deliberate In Partner Selection
Your planning process and your process for
executing the collaboration will, hopefully, make for
deliberate partner selection. This doesn’t mean you
need to act slowly, but you need to act deliberately—
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there is a big difference. Do all your homework
and execute the process, and then act with haste
(either to continue or to abort) once that process is
complete.
#5 – Be Sure All Collaborators Are Clear (And In
Agreement) About The Objectives
What does your organization need from the
collaboration? What about your potential partner?
If the goals of the potential partners don’t line up at
the start, you can save the time and expense of due
diligence by ending discussions.
#6 – Expect To Give & Receive Full Disclosure
During Due Diligence
Due diligence involves an investigation and
assessment of the benefits and risks associated with
a proposed merger or acquisition. Communication
is the name of the game, and the only way for a
positive business relationship is to practice full
disclosure. If you’re having “trust” issues at this
stage, the collaboration may not have a great future
anyway.

#9 – Design A Detailed Integration Plan For Your
Merger Or Acquisition
Post-merger integration is not something that comes
naturally, and it won’t happen without a detailed plan.
And, the plan needs to be more than a handshake
between chief executive officers. It needs tactics,
and assigned responsibilities, and most of all, it
needs a budget. Organizational integration won’t
succeed when it is just another priority for already
busy staff.
#10 – Prepare For Questions From Stakeholders
In every merger or acquisition, you expect someone
to be unhappy about it. Prepare for questions
from consumers, donors, referral sources, payers,
regulators, and the press.
Does this cover everything? Far from it—every
provider organization collaboration will be unique,
but these guiding principles provide a framework for
a successful M&A strategy.

#7 – Allow Decision Making To Evolve Through
The Process
Collaborations need to be an extension of strategic
plans, and strategic plans need to be flexible. At
every step of the way, organizations need to be
able to ask, is this what we want or could we do this
differently and better.
#8 – Build In Time For A Competitive Process
Think outside of the box in terms of collaboration
models and potential partners. Allow the time for
shopping around for possible partners, considering
more than one provider organization as a potential
partner. The first opportunity may not necessarily be
the best fit.
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